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Presented here are density functional theory (DFT) calculations
suggesting near zero eV electrons can induce DNA strand breaks.
Such breaks are considered to be the most potentially lethal form
of cellular damage caused by any high energy radiation, such as
X-rays, γ-rays,1-3 or laser photons.4 Until recently, strand breaks
(single strand breaks (SSB) and double strand breaks (DSB))
induced by ionizing radiation have been attributed to5 attack by
water radicals such as OH• or by direct ionization of the sugar
phosphate backbone. However, recent reports6,7 of direct damage
by low energy electrons (LEEs) have sparked a need to elucidate
alternative direct strand break mechanisms. Along these lines, Huels
et al.8 have proposed that formation and decay of well-localized
transient anion states (resonances) within DNA is the principal
mechanism leading to SSB and DSB by electron energies below
15 eV, whereas Pan et al.9 demonstrated that dissociative electron
attachment (DEA)10 around 10 eV was implicated in this damage.

It is generally believed that there is an energy threshold for
induction of DNA strand breaks by LEEs. Monte Carlo simulations
have suggested11 a threshold energy of 17.5 eV, which may include
ionization and damages by both hydroxyl radical and LEEs. Prise
et al.12 reported that DNA strand breaks can be induced by photons
with energy as low as 7 eV, near the minimum ionization energy.
Boudaiffa et al.6 reported that strand breaks can be induced by LEEs
with energy as low as 5 eV. More recently, Barrios et al.13 suggests
that SSB can occur by 1 eV electrons via a “resonant capture
mechanism”, based on ab initio calculations using a model of base-
deoxyribose-phosphate. It appears that the energy threshold may
be very low for strand break induction by LEEs which can act
directly on DNA.

Strand breaks caused by LEEs are of particularly interest because
such electrons are produced in very large quantity (4× 104/MeV
deposited)14 along all of the tracks of ionizing radiation, with an
energy distribution lying mainly below 15 eV. The recent observa-
tion15 of the effective destruction of gas phase uracil induced by
electrons below 5 eV greatly increases the concern that LEEs can
cause substantial DNA damage. Thus, it is of fundamental interest
to ascertain if such processes as DEA10 play a role in the formation
of DNA strand breaks below 5 eV.

For this purpose, we select a model that consists of two
deoxyribose (sugar) rings connected by a phosphate (Figure 1). In
the model, the sites of bases on the sugar are replaced by amino
groups, and the 3′- or 5′-ends are terminated with hydrogens; no
counterion such as Na+ or structural water is included. We seek to
find those states on the DNA backbone which may directly interact
with LEEs and form dissociative transient anion states, below
5 eV.

Because this model is still too large (21 heavy atoms+ 21
hydrogens), the layer treatment (ONIOM method) provided by the
Gaussian 98 program16 package is used to obtain a description of
the full potential energy surface (PES). That is, the model is divided
into a high layer that is treated at the DFT level of B3LYP/6-31+G-
(d) for the critical bond cleavage atoms and a low layer treated by
the AM1 method. For 3′C-O bond studies, the sugar that connects
to the phosphate by 5′C is designated as the low layer, and the rest
of the model is in the high layer. For the 5′C-O bond, the 3′-
sugar is the low layer. We follow the adiabatic PES of both the
neutral state and its anion, using the OPT) ModRedundant keyword
with the S code. To verify the reliability of the ONIOM method,
full DFT (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) calculations were performed for the
crucial point optimizations, such as the equilibrium and dissociated
states, as well as for the calculation of a partial PES along the
3′C-O bond. Good agreement was found between both methods
(see Supporting Information).

From the PESs of the 3′ and 5′C-O bonds shown in Figure 2,
it can be seen that the activation barriers are around 10 kcal/mol
for the anion’s bond rupture at 3′ or 5′C-O, while the PESs of
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Figure 1. Sugar-phosphate-sugar model representing a section of DNA
backbone. Electron-induced bond dissociations at the 3′ and 5′ ends of the
model are investigated.

Figure 2. Adiabatic potential energy surfaces for 3′C-O and 5′C-O bond
rupture. All energies are relative to the energies of the anions at equilibrium.
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their neutral states are in the typical Morse potential shape. The
∆E values from the equilibrium anion to the dissociative state for
dissociation of 3′ and 5′C-O bonds calculated by the ONIOM
method and by DFT are listed in Table 1. Both methods are in
fairly good agreement and strongly suggest that bond dissociation
is thermodynamically favorable. These results are surprising as they
suggest that addition of near 0 eV electrons may cause bond
ruptures, because the 10 kcal/mol activation barrier is very small.

In this work, the environment of DNA, such as the bases,
structural water, and counterions, is not included, while it is clear
that they will somewhat influence the overall energetics. Preliminary
calculations show that the large exothermic energy release on strand
breaking will be augmented by solvation of the systems (Table 1).
In water solutions, LEEs will undergo energy degradation and
become solvated. The process is exergonic with an absolute
hydration free energy (∆G) of about-35.5 kcal/mol.17 The reaction
between solvated electron and the negatively charged dialkyl
phosphate has been found to be slow and the reaction with the
bases has been found to be so fast that direct reaction of solvated
electrons with the DNA backbone is not considered a cause of DNA
strand breaks.18 However, direct damage by low energy electrons
before solvation is shown in this work to be a clear possibility even
in solution.

Because the backbone is not the preferred site for attachment of
a thermal electron, the electron must encounter the backbone before
thermalization and the resulting anion is subjected to competitive
electron transfer to neighboring bases, during strand breaking.
However, recent measurement9 of DEA within the sugar-phosphate
unit of DNA indicates that transient anions formed at energies even
up to 10 eV have lifetimes sufficiently long to dissociate before
autoionization or electron transfer. Even though the bases have a
deeper energy well than that of the backbone, electron transfer from
these transient anions (i.e., electron autodetachment) to the bases
is not necessarily favored, because the anion states may be more
strongly correlated to energy levels closer both in space and in
energy.19 If an electron with sufficient kinetic energy attaches to
DNA, it may lead to the formation of multiple resonant states, which
decay into various damaged structures including strand breaks.8

Because the minimum energy needed for the anion to surmount
the activation barrier is only∼0.5 eV, it is clear that DNA SSBs
can be induced by very LEEs via a process which is thermody-
namically highly favorable.

While the electron affinities of the DNA bases are higher than
that of the phosphate, as the C-O bond extends, the electron affinity
of the backbone eventually becomes higher than that of the bases
(at ca. 1.9 Å).13 This means electron transfer to the bases will not
be favored beyond a certain C-O internuclear distance.

As direct evidence of the proposed mechanism, we note that the
radicals associated with cleavage of the 3′C-O and P-O bonds
have been reported in ESR experiments20,21 on DNA irradiated at
low temperatures; furthermore, the mechanism of formation of these
radicals was attributed to LEEs. This experimental evidence for
P-O fragmentation provides impetus for future theoretical work,
because the cleavage of the 3′CO-P, P-O5′C, or even the 5′C-4′C
bonds would result in immediate DNA strand breaks. Experimental
and theoretical investigations are now underway to test the
energetics of these fragmentation routes.
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Table 1. Thermodynamic Data and Bond Distances for the
Cleavage Process of the DNA Backbone Radical Anion Obtained
by ONIOM(UB3LYP/6-31+G(d):AM1) and Full DFT Calculations

ONIOM UB3LYP/6-31+G(d)

AEA (eV)
gas phase 3′C, -0.003; 5′C, 0.077a 0.033 (0.88)b

∆E (kcal/mol)c

3′C-O -36.09 -37.17 (-44.64)b

5′C-O -32.41 -37.75 (-44.19)b

C-O distances: at equilibrium//at dissociative states (Å)
3′C-O 1.458//3.447 1.435//3.837
5′C-O 1.445//5.058 1.444//3.607

a The AEAs from the ONIOM calculations differ from the differences
in layering.b Values in parentheses are for solvation using the PCM model,
water as solvent,ε ) 78. c Energy difference between the “dissociative state”
and equilibrium anion.
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